AP PSYCHOLOGY SUMMER WORK 2018
LIST OF CONTENTS GIVEN TO EACH STUDENT FOR THE SUMMER:

1. PART I: Please research the Brain Disorder you selected and follow the instructions
2. Please select FIVE articles from www.apa.org on the topic you selected. Summarize
each article in two typed paragraphs (5-8 sentences). Do not quote the articles. Cite
the sources
3. Read the Syllabus and sign the guidelines sheet.
4. Please call me at 863 3428 with any questions.
DUE: Please upload by Monday, August 6 at 12:00 am. Please email me to let me know
you dropped it off. You may mail it to J Jones-Scanlon 43 Sandra Lane, Monroe, NY
10950.
EMAIL MS. JONES AT jones@tuxedoufsd.org WITH QUESTIONS. Home: 238-2278. Cell: 863 3428.
Do not call after 9pm at night.

Welcome to AP Psychology!
Brain Disorders
Please look up the following brain disorders:
1. Acromegaly, taylor
2. Alzheimer’s Disease, aidan
3. Psycho-social Dwarfism (this is NOT Dwarfism), grace
4. Giantism (AKA Gigantism)- Ali Maynard
5. Hydrocephalus, - jared spivak
6. Jet lag, Andrew
7. Parkinson’s Disease, Madison spivak
8. Epilepsy, elaina doyle
9. Amnesia, Julia Ruscillo
10.Huntington’s Disease, Leann
11.Schizophrenia, - Spencer
12.Autism. -Dustin
13.Aphasia - kat
14.Facial Agnosia-Jada wright
15.Agnosia- emma maynard
16.Microcephaly17.Dyslexi Madison Arcuni
For eachdisorder, please discuss in 1-2 paragraphs on EACH of the following
a. the cause(s),
b. the link to the brain or brain chemicals,

c. the way the disease presents (symptoms),
d. and possible cure(s) or treatment(s).
e. Please provide a bibliography.
f. Use your own words.

AP Psychology Quarterly News Articles and Summaries Directions
A. Articles:
1. Go to APA.org and click on research articles. See below for a list of topics next to your
name (you may use any articles on APA on your topic . There are side links as well
in related topics and related research)
2. Copy the web address to your summary.
3. Please type the following:
a. The heading for AP Psychology
b. The title of the article
c. The exact source of the article (the web address is fine)
d. Number each article 1-5
e. Summarize EACH article in 2 paragraphs (5-8 sentences per paragraph) the main
points of the article. DO NOT PLAGIARIZE!
f. Find at least 2 vocabulary words or psychological terms in each article and define
them after the summary using a complete sentence.
g. Avoid lengthy quotes
h. Feel free to add your opinion or the significance of the research in a third
(optional) paragraph
4. Put the 5 articles in numeric order and upload to the Chrome Books
5. Be prepared to present at least one article to the class.
6. No late articles will be accepted!

B. The Presentation: This is a seminar and it is your job to be prepared to
teach the class!
1. You may reference your Chrome Book for source and title and terms
2. Please summarize the article in your own words and include your opinion or questions
and define the two terms
3. The class will ask you questions or make observations

4. Each student will them upload a comment to the place on the Chrome books for
comments.

Topics:
1.
Aidan Garino anxiety and depression
2.
Madison Arcuni addictions and military
3.
Andrew Hekl Sport and exercise and human rights
4.
Taylor Jones environment and suicide
5.
Dustin Labar trauma and therapy
6.
Spencer Griffler Learning and Memory
7.
Jada Wright Kids and the Media sexual abuse
8.
Katiana Arcuni personality and hypnosis
9.
Leann Kearney- disability and death and dying
10. Alexandra Maynard obesity and marriage/divorce
11. Jared Spivak sleep and stress
12. Julia Ruscillo alzheimers and ADHD
13. Emma Maynard- money and bipolar disorder
14. Madison Spivak abortion and eating disorders
15. Eliana Doyle shyness and emotional health
16. Grace Rinaldo- schizophrenia and ptsd

